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                    Photograms and direct copies of nettles, (Urtica dioica) small flowered touch-me-not (Impatiens parvi ora) and hazel (Corylus), on analogue C-prints, glass, wood
Size variable 
Installation views: UM-Festival, Pinnow / Gerswalde, DE, 2018


The photographic work Variation as Nature was created over several nights on a narrow path behind the church of Pinnow in the Uckermark/DE. In absolute darkness, the artist captured shadows of plant parts on light-sensitive paper using the flashlight on her cell phone. Through direct copies in the darkroom, individual image worlds were created from these photographic recordings, sometimes with the help of double exposures. Variation as Nature is inspired by Amerindian belief systems idea that animals and plants perceive nature differently than we do multinaturalism. “Amazonian multinaturalism affirms not so much a variety of natures as the naturalness of variation— variation as nature” (Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, 2014) The work opens up a view of a parallel world. 
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